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ABSTRACT
We show that the BPS configurations of uniform field strength can be interpreted as
those for sheets of infinite number of BPS magnetic monopoles, and found that the
number of normalizable zero modes per each magnetic monopole charge is four. We
identify monopole sheets as the intersecting planes of D3 branes. Similar analysis on
self-dual instanton configurations is worked out and the number of zero modes per each
instanton number is found to match that of single isolated instanton.
1Electronic Mail: kimyeong@phya.snu.ac.edu
There has been some interest in BPS field configuration with uniform magnetic field [1]. This
background field exerts no force on isolated BPS monopoles as the repulsive magnetic force cancels
the attractive Higgs force. Thus there is a possibility of BPS configuration of an isolated monopole
in such background, which has been explored recently [2]. Besides this, there has been a long
standing interest in similar uniform configuration of four dimensional self-dual equation of Yang-
Mills theories [3]. This configuration is known to be stable and the zero modes of this configuration
has been explored to understand the quantum correction to the effective action.
In this paper we show that the BPS configuration with uniform magnetic field can be interpreted
as a two-dimensional sheet made by infinite number of BPS magnetic monopoles lying on a plane.
By studying zero modes, we show that the number of normalizable zero modes per unit magnetic
flux is four, identical to that for an isolated monopole. Along the planar direction of the monopole
sheet, the zero modes are given by the wave function of the lowest Landau level, so that the
monopole sheet appears a quantum phase space or noncommutative plane. By considering the
case of the general gauge group which is maximally broken, we show that magnetic monopole
sheets exist for each pair of positive and negative root vectors. Again for unit magnetic monopole
flux, there are four normalizable zero modes. Especially for SU(N) gauge group, the magnetic
monopole sheets can be identified as intersecting planes of D3 branes in type IIB string theory. For
the instanton case, the zero modes are well-known. What is new here is that the center position
of normalizable zero modes is pointed out to live on four dimensional quantum phase space. In
theories with general gauge group, we also show that the number of normalizable zero modes per
unit Pontryagin index is identical to four times the dual Coxeter number, 4c2(G), which has been
obtained from the index theorem for isolated instantons [4] and from the counting the number of
constituent monopoles of instantons on R3 × S1 [5].
In a Yang-Mills Higgs theory where SU(2) → U(1), the field configuration for single monopole
is spherically symmetric and has a core region of size 1/mW = 1/v with coupling constant e = 1.
Inside the core the gauge field for the massive W bosons is nonzero, but vanishes exponentially
outside the core. When we put N > 0 BPS magnetic monopoles as close as possible, the core
configuration becomes complicated. For two monopoles, the core is a torus [6], for three monopoles,
the core is tetrahedral [7], and so on.
For large N , the shape of the core shape becomes presumably more involved. Whatever shape it
takes, one may ask what is the rough size of the core region. The answer can be found readily by
considering the asymptotic behavior of the Higgs field. Since the Higgs field approaches (v−N/r)
1
asymptotically, the natural scale of the core size is
rcore ∼ N/v = N/mW . (1)
Now imagine configurations with an increasing number of magnetic monopoles. A simple way
is to put magnetic monopoles along a line with an equal distance d, which, say, is much greater
than 1/mW . We know this configuration cannot be axially symmetric as there exits a relative
orientation between any two monopoles. Since the minimum core size (1) is less than the size
of the configuration, monopole cores seem to be separated. However there exits an additional
logarithmic divergence in the monopole core size. To see this, consider the value of the Higgs field
for a fixed point in large N limit. It would be roughly of order
|φ| − v ∼
N∑
n=1
− 1
nd
∼ −1
d
lnN. (2)
Thus, the core of magnetic monopoles will eventually merge together when N ∼ edv . The large
N limit can be taken only if we increase v simultaneously. Otherwise, we will end up with just
symmetric phase. This picture is consistent with another view of lined magnetic monopoles. Far
away from the line, the U(1) magnetic field will fall off like 1/r with r being the distance from the
line. This means the Higgs field will increase like log r.
Now imagin putting N monopoles on a two dimensional square lattice of lattice size d. With one
monopole on each lattice site, they occupy a square of size
√
Nd. Since the core size (1) grows
linearly with N , the cores of these monopoles will start to overlap for N ∼ (vd)2 and individual
monopoles becomes indistinguishable. As in the linear configuration, we can take the infinite N
limit of the planar configuration only if we take v = ∞ simultaneously. The magnetic field far
from the plane is approximately uniform, which in turn implies that the Higgs field grows linearly.
There may be several BPS field configurations which can be interpreted as those corresponding the
sheet of BPS magnetic monopoles. It appears hard to find any of such BPS configurations. In this
paper, we argue that the well-known homogeneous BPS configuration
Bai = Diφ
a = bδa3δi3 (3)
is one of such configurations. It is obvious in retrospective that it should be so. The corresponding
Higgs and gauge fields are
φ¯a = bδa3(z − z0), (4)
A¯ai =
b
2
δa3(−y, x, 0) (5)
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in the symmetric gauge. Note that the origin of the x, y plane is not special as there is a translation
symmetry on that plane. However, the plane z = z0 is very special as the gauge symmetry is
restored only on that plane. The naive W boson mass increases as one moves away from the
plane. Also the gauge invariant U(1) magnetic field Bai φˆ
a = b sign(z − z0) changes the sign as one
crosses the plane. Both of them implies that the plane could be interpreted as the sheet of BPS
magnetic monopoles. The individual characteristics of magnetic monopoles disappear, and so do
the nonabelian characteristics of the core region. Thus there is no core region at all. Still, there
emerges some individuality of monopole as we will see. As single magnetic monopole carries the
magnetic flux 4π and the magnetic fields of opposite sign come out from the both sides of the sheet
with strength b, we can assign the magnetic monopole number density per unit area to be
nmonopole =
b
2π
. (6)
We note that in the SU(2) case only one sheet is allowed.
The interesting question is then whether we can take out single BPS magnetic monopole away
from the sheet. While we do not know the answer for this question, we can begin by exploring
what are the normalizable zero modes of the magnetic monopole sheet.
The linear fluctuations δAai , δφ
a satisfy the linearized BPS equations
ǫijk(∂jδA
a
k + ǫ
abcA¯bjδA
c
k) = (∂iδφ
a + ǫabcA¯iδφ
c)− ǫabcφ¯bδAci , (7)
and the background gauge condition
(∂iδA
a
i + ǫ
abcAbiδA
c
i ) + ǫ
abcφ¯bδφc = 0. (8)
The background gauge is implied by the Gauss law satisfied by the slowly moving monopole in
the A0 gauge. The fluctuations δA
3
i , δφ
3 along unbroken abelian direction are independent of the
background and non-normalizable. They correspond to the change in the position and orientation
of the magnetic monopole sheet.
For the study of fluctuations along broken symmetry direction, we introduce
Wi =
1√
2
(δA1i + iδA
2
i ), (9)
W4 =
1√
2
(δφ1 + iδφ2), (10)
which describe to massive W bosons in the ordinary case. The linearized BPS equations and the
background gauge condition become
ǫijkDjWk = DiW4 −D4Wi,
DiWi +D4W4 = 0, (11)
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where
Di = ∂i − iVi, Vi = b
2
(−y, x, 0),
D4 = ∂4 − iV4, V4 = b(z − z0). (12)
Of course the fluctuations considered here are independent of x4 and so ∂4 = 0.
These equations can be easily solved. There are two independent families of solutions:
W1 = −iW2 = c1e
ib
2
(x0y−y0x)−
b
4
((x−x0)2+(y−y0)2−
b
2
(z−z0)2 ,
W3 = −iW4 = c2e
ib
2
(x0y−y0x)−
b
4
((x−x0)2+(y−y0)2−
b
2
(z−z0)2 , (13)
where c1 and c2 are two independent constants. Then these two families and their complex conjugate
form four independent families of zero modes. Along the z direction, the zero modes are given by
the ground state wave function of harmonic oscillator, which is concentrated on the monopole sheet
z = z0. This is due to the fact that the mass of W boson is zero on that sheet and increases linearly
away from that. Along the x− y direction, the zero modes are given by the wave function of the
lowest Landau level. Since we have chosen the symmetric gauge for the uniform magnetic field, the
wave function can be chosen to be concentrated on the position (x0, y0).
Now let us recall the well known physics of the Landau levels. The conserved x and y translations
of the wave function do not commute each other, making the x− y plane a quantized phase space,
or noncommutative plane. The conserved generators of translations are πx = −i∂x − eBy/2 and
πy = −i∂y + eBx/2, satisfying the commutation relation,
[πx, πy] = ieB. (14)
Thus, the parameters x0, y0 appearing in the wave function overcount the number of independent
ground wave function. This can be seen easily by choosing the Landau gauge and compactifying
the x− y plane. The degeneracy is not infinite in spite that x0, y0 are continuous. Rather, there is
a minimum area 2π/eB per one state. Thus, in our notation e = 1, B = b, the number density of
independent ground states per unit area is given by
nlandau =
b
2π
. (15)
In terms of the magnetic length lb = 1/
√
b, one can understand the quantum cell 2πl2b as the size
of the minimum quantum volume of the phase plane. Also the total magnetic flux in this quantum
cell is the Dirac quantum flux 2π, which is the minimum magnetic flux one can put consistently in
the compactified x− y space.
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Coming back to our magnetic monopole problem, the number density of the zero modes is four
times that of the ground state Landau level, 4nlandau. Since the number density of monopole in
Eq. (6) is identical to the nlandau, the number of zero modes per unit magnetic monopole becomes
four. This is exactly identical to the number of zero modes for single BPS monopole in SU(2)
gauge group. For one monopole, three of them account its position and one does for its internal
phase angle. In our case monopoles are completely dislocalized on the sheet, but we can imagine
figuratively single quantum cell as one monopole. As our analysis is at linear level, we do not
know exactly how these zero modes will develop nonlinearly. It would be interesting to find the
full nonlinear distortion of the monopole sheet and the geometry of the infinite dimensional moduli
space of zero modes. Due to the fact that the x0, y0 space form noncommutative plane, the moduli
space itself may be noncommutative.
Let us now generalize the above consideration to Yang-Mills Higgs theory of arbitrary simple
gauge group G of rank r(G) and dimension d(G). We split the generators of the Lie algebra to the
Cartan subalgebra and the raising and lowering operators. We normalize the generators so that in
the adjoint representation
tr (HaHb) = c2(G)δab, (16)
tr (E†αEβ) = c2(G)δαβ , (17)
where a, b = 1, ..., r(G). The normalization factor c2(G) is the quadratic Casimir for the adjoint
representation and becomes the dual Coxeter number when the longest root vectors is normalized
to have length one. (See for example Ref. [4]) Among the commutation relations, ones we need are
[H, Eα] = αEα, (18)
where H and α are r(G) dimensional vectors. The eigenvalues of the matrix HaHb consist of αaαb
for all roots and so Eq. (16) implies an identity
∑
α
αaαb = c2(G)δab. (19)
The BPS equation in this general group becomes
Bi = Diφ, (20)
where
Bi =
1
2
ǫijk(∂jAk − ∂kAj − i[Aj , Ak]), (21)
Diφ = ∂iφ− i[Ai, φ]. (22)
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The uniform solution of the BPS equation can be chosen to lie in the Cartan subalgebra,
Bi = Diφ = bi ·H, (23)
where bi are r-dimensional vectors for each i = 1, 2, 3. The corresponding field configuration in the
symmetric gauge is
A¯i = −1
2
ǫijkx
jbk ·H,
φ¯ = xibi ·H+ h ·H. (24)
There are still remaining gauge transformations: the unbroken U(1)r(G) transformations and the
Weyl reflections which shuffle the generators in the Cartan subalgebra.
The linearized BPS equations for δAi, δφ in this background is
ǫijk(∂jδAk − i[A¯j , δAk]) = ∂iδφ− i[A¯i, δφ] − ∂4δAi + i[φ¯, δAi]. (25)
The background gauge condition is
∂iδAi − i[A¯i, δAi] + ∂4δφ− i[φ¯, δφ] = 0. (26)
Again, as there is no x4 dependence, ∂4 = 0. As in the SU(2) case, the background field A¯i, φ¯
lies on the Cartan subalgebra and the equations are linear, and so the linear fluctuations along the
generators do not mix. The fluctuations δAi, δφ along unbroken gauge groups is independent of
the background fields and unnormalizable. They are associated with δbi and δh.
For the study of fluctuations lying along a raising operator Eα, we introduce Wµ such that
δAi =WiEα, δφ =W4Eα. (27)
The Wµ equations become identical to those in Eq. (11) if we rotate the coordinate so that bi · α
points to zˆ direction and put
b = |bi ·α|, z0 = −h ·α. (28)
Then the solution will be identical as those in Eq. (13). Since zero modes are confined on the plane
xibi ·α+ h ·α = 0, (29)
we interpret this plane as the α monopole sheet. Note that this plane is invariant under α→ −α.
Similarly to the SU(2) case, the number density of α monopole is
nα =
|bi · α|
2π
, (30)
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and the number of zero modes per unit quantum cell or BPS monopole is again four.
When there is unbroken nonabelian subgroup so that the planes (29) do not overlap, the number
of monopole sheet is that of positive roots (d(G) − r(G))/2. Contrast to the case of finite number
of magnetic monopoles where there is fundamental magnetic monopoles corresponding to simple
roots [8], all monopole sheets in our case are in equal footing.
The D-brane picture of N = 4 dimensional Yang-Mills theory in four dimension helps to un-
derstand our result [10]. Monopoles appear as D-strings connecting parallel D3 branes in type
2B string theory. Following the work by Callan and Maldacena [9] these D-strings can be re-
garded as continuous deformation of D3 branes. Our work suggests that as the number of magnetic
monopoles increases to infinite, something drastic happens. The D3 branes get tilted and appear to
intersecting each other. Since D3 branes are self-dual, there is no distinction between intersecting
and contacting of two D3 branes. Since the field configuration is self-dual, this configuration of
interacting D3 branes should be supersymmetric. In the SU(2) case there is an obvious duality
between the z direction and φ direction in the D-brane picture, but it is not obvious in the field
theory picture. In SU(N) case, we can rewrite the Higgs field in Eq. (24) in the N dimensional
Hermitian matrix form. Its i-th diagonal component then indicates the position of the i-th D3
brane. Thus, one can identify each monopole sheet associated with a given root α = ei − ej with
the plane of intersection between the i-th and j-th D3 branes.
Let us now change our attention to the instanton case. Instantons are the solutions of self-dual
equations,
Bi = Fi4 (31)
in Euclidean four dimensional Yang-Mills theory. The self-dual configuration with homogeneous
field strength is
Bi = Fi4 = bi ·H. (32)
The Pontryagin index density of this configuration is
nPont =
1
32π2c2(G)
tr (Fµν F˜µν) =
bi · bi
8π2
. (33)
Once we choose the symmetric gauge for Bi and the Landau gauge for Fi4 so that ∂4Ai = 0, the
background field is identical to those in Eq. (24) with A4 = φ. Contrast to the magnetic monopole
case, the plane (29), which is now a three volume, is not special any more as h ·α can be changed
by the unbroken gauge transformations. Rather for each bi · α, Bi is the magnetic field through
the two-dimensional plane defined by xibi ·α = 0 and x4 = 0, and Fi4 is the magnetic field through
the two-dimensional xi ∼ bi · α and x4 plane.
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The linear fluctuation equations for δAµ will be identical to Eq. (25), once we allow the x
4
dependence. The background gauge condition is then identical to Eq. (26). The fluctuations along
the unbroken abelian direction is again independent of the background and nonrenormalizable.
They changes the parameters bi and h.
On the other hand, for the fluctuations along a raising operator Eα, we use Eq.(27) to introduce
Wµ. With the x
4 dependence, eip
4x4 , and a spatial rotation such that bi · α lying along the z
direction, the zero mode solutions are identical to monopole case (13) once we use Eq. (28) and
replace z0 by z0 + p
4/b. This shows that the zero mode is not confined on the plane (29). Rather
the four zero mode solutions are the product of two wave functions of the lowest Landau level, one
on the x − y plane and another on the z − x4 plane. First is written in the symmetric gauge and
second is in the Landau gauge. As far as these zero modes are concerned, the translation along the
x direction and those along the y direction do not commute. This makes again the x − y plane a
phase space or a quantum plane with unit quantum cell of area 2π/b. Similarly the z − x4 plane
becomes a quantum plane of unit quantum cell of area 2π/b. Thus on the R4 space the number
density of zero modes for each positive root α is
nα = 4
(
bi · α
2π
)2
. (34)
The number density of zero modes from all positive roots is the sum
nzero =
∑
α>0
nα =
bi · bi
2π2
c2(G), (35)
where Eq. (19) is used. The number of zero modes per unit Pontryagin index is then
nzero
nPont
= 4× c2(G). (36)
This number is exactly identical to what is obtained from the index theorem [4] and also from the
consideration of constituent monopoles of calorons [5].
Instantons appear as the bound states of D0 branes on overlapped D4 branes of the type 2A
theory. Our case will be the limit where the number of D0 branes is infinite. There is a work
recently on this limit [11]. The D-brane picture of our homogeneous solution for instanton is much
less clear than that for monopoles. While we assume that homogeneous self-dual configuration can
be obtained by arranging hte infinite number of instantons right, we do not know how they are put
together for the homogeneous configuration.
In this paper we explored the homogeneous BPS field configuration as the sheets of infinite
number of BPS magnetic monopoles. The normalizable zero modes is confined at the magnetic
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monopole sheet, even though their position on the plane is not localized. Their position on plane
are described by the quantized phase space or noncommutative two-plane. We showed that the
number of normalizable zero modes per unit magnetic monopole charge is four. For instantons,
the number of normalizable zero modes per unit Pontryagin number is identical to that of single
instanton without uniform background. The position space R4 of the normalizable zero modes
become noncommutative four space. We also discussed the D-brane pictures of these homogeneous
configurations.
There are several questions arising naturally. First question is whether single magnetic monopole
can be separated from the infinite sheet. Forementioned work on the SU(2) case by C. Lee and
Q.H. Park suggests that it cannot be done without singular behavior in other side of the monopole
sheet. We think this needs a further clarification. On the other hand, there exists a remarkable
Minkowski solution [12] in the instanton case. It describes the instanton lump in the uniform
background.
When b · α = 0 for a root α, one can embed the corresponding SU(2) monopole or instanton
solutions. In the monopole case with the SU(N) gauge group, two D3 branes are parallel and any
finite number of D string can be inserted. In the instanton case, we do not know what arrangement
of D4 and D0 makes such a special case. Note that the number of zero modes per unit Pontryagin
index is independent whether bi · α = 0 or not.
Second, it would be interesting to find out the moduli space dynamics of zero modes of these
monopole and instanton sheet. The moduli space would be now infinite dimensional. As the
position space of these zero modes are noncommutative, the moduli space may be noncommutative
and the low energy Lagrangian could be some sort of a field theory of noncommutative variables.
Third, let us ask how SU(2) monopole or instanton sheets can be obtained from ADHM and
Nahm formalisms [13]. Since there are infinite number of monopoles and instantons, the SU(∞)
group appears naturally. Ward’s work[14] on Nahm’s equation should be relevant to the magnetic
monopole sheet. But we do not know the corresponding ADHM formalism or the ADHMN con-
struction of solutions. In addition, for instanton case, our work seems to be related to the recent
work on the noncommutative geometry [15]. It remains to be clarified.
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